
Be inspired by 
Energy Shifts
The new Haymes Paint Colour Forecast for 2023
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Livid PinkBillabong 
Blue

Hunter Green

Diverse and assured Live Wire 
embraces past, present, and future, 
and recasts these by breaking rules 
and refreshing old influences in a 
new context.

It’s your way to be bold and invent 
your individual story and creativity.

Reenergize with 
Live Wire.

Blue Sapphire Silken

Beaten Track Woodcare 
Light Oak

Artisan 
Mortar Straw

Vitality Woodcare 
Dark Oak

Modesty 
White 

Intrigue E.A.N.April Sun

All colours and Woodcare finishes shown are products of Haymes Paint and
are as close to actual paint colours and finishes as printing processes allow.
Please see in store for a Haymes Paint Sample Pot to confirm your colour selection. 



Dark FaunaFaith Artisan Metal 
Trace Blasted 
Bronze

RoseateRed Energy Artisan Metal 
Trace Blazen

ExhaleShadow Blue Rare Find

Empress BlueWoodcare 
Licorice

Botany

Light Play brings a fresh sense of your 
vitality and energy, pushing the limits in  
a way which is neither fussy or contrived.

Fun and unexpected colour combinations 
of bright shades are brought together 
with newer colours that o�er depth 
and intimacy in a partnership that 
reinvigorates your home.

Channel your 
sense of 
playfulness with
Light Play.

Aloe Green Botanist Green 13

All colours and Woodcare finishes shown are products of Haymes Paint and
are as close to actual paint colours and finishes as printing processes allow.
Please see in store for a Haymes Paint Sample Pot to confirm your colour selection. 



Taking its cue from the science of 
colour psychology, Carefully Nurtured 
acknowledges the role of your home 
as a sanctuary yet enables your 
process of healing and calming as a 
regenerative step to a new future.

Healing and 
calming with 
Carefully 
Nurtured.

Adobe Leaf Brown

Green Lily

Interplay 1

Black Pitch Morning Rise

Dusk

Yucca

Gravel Stone

Orange Lichen

Water White

Woodcare 
Cedar

Green Tea

All colours and Woodcare finishes shown are products of Haymes Paint and
are as close to actual paint colours and finishes as printing processes allow.
Please see in store for a Haymes Paint Sample Pot to confirm your colour selection. 

Seed



Our new 2023 Colour 
Forecast takes in all of our 
experiences of the past few 
years and reflects our new 
sense of hope, appreciation 
and gratitude within three 
colour ranges.

It’s time 
to reflect, 
renew 
and move 
forward 
with Energy 
Shifts.

Live Wire.
Light Play. 
Carefully Nurtured.



Since 2016 our annual colour forecast has worked to provide you with 

an intuitive and refreshing colour resource. 

For further information on the Energy Shifts Colour Forecast 2023 

please visit haymespaint.com.au

Colours shown are for inspirational purposes only and are as close to

actual paint colours as printing processes allow. Due to varying light

reflection from paint gloss levels and surface textures, colour can vary between

surfaces. We recommend a test area be applied prior to final colour choice.

Please see in store for a Haymes Paint Sample Pot to confirm your colour selection.

At Haymes Paint we are enablers and always there to help, however colour

is ultimately all about you.




